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Introduction

MACSim (MACS Simulator) is a physics-based simulator of the KURT3D robot platform
(the successor of KURT2 robot, equipped with a 3D laser scanner) developed within Task
2.1 (Development of physics-based simulation model of the KURT2 mobile robot platform).
MACSim is developed to provide a platform on which work on different aspects of
the affordance-based control architecture can be developed and integrated quickly. Key
features of MACSim can be summarized as follows:
• MACSim simulates the KURT3D robot platform. This robot platform is already
being used by three of the partners (FhG/AIS, OFAI and METU-KOVAN) within
the project and is referred as the “common” robot platform”. MACSim will allow
these partners to implement and evaluate their ideas quickly in simulation before
moving over to the physical robot. At the same time, MACSIM will provide the
other two partners, which do not have access to the KURT3D robot, (LiU-IDA and
JR-DIB) the possibility of working with this common robot platform.
• MACSim shares the same “robot interface” as the KURT3D robot. This allows a
seamless switch of the control architecture from the simulator to the real robot 1
• MACSim simulates the KURT3D robot platform and its environment using a physicsbased simulation library. Physical interaction between the robot and its environment
is an important aspect of the project. Most of the affordances of objects depend on
their physical properties, such as shape, and a realistic simulation of physical interactions between the robot and its environment is essential.
• MACSim provides a high-fidelity of simulation of the KURT3D robot. It is important
to minimize the gap between the results observed in simulation and the ones in
reality. To this purpose, the parameters of the simulated KURT3D robot model is
obtained from the real robot by performing systematic calibration experiments.
• MACSim supports extra functionalities, such as the creation of new objects in the
environment, or internal information regarding the properties of object that are
usually not available in the real world. These functionalities are implemented to
ease systematic experimentation with the KURT3D robot model in simulation.
• MACSim is built using free software libraries. This allows the software be used and
modified without any restrictions.
In the next section, we will first review the use of physics-based simulation for simulating robots and summarize the features of ODE (Open Dynamics Engine), a free physicsbased simulation library. Then we will describe KODEX, which extends the abilities of
ODE to provide support for developing simulators. Section 3 overviews the design principles of MACSim and describes in detail the modelling of the KURT3D robot in the
simulator. The work done on the calibration of the simulated robot model with respect
to the physical robot is reported in Section 4. The Appendix contains detailed technical
information about the installation and the use of the simulator.
1

The CORBA interface of MACSIM is not provided, since the design of the CORBA interface for the
real robot was not available at this time.
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Physics-based Simulation

Simulation of robots with physical reality requires realistic models of forces, frictions and
velocities. Traditional kinematics based models ignore force dynamics of the systems they
model. These models are plausible when interactions between bodies are limited.
Physics-based simulation is achieved using, Rigid body dynamics, which allows modeling environment and robots as a set of rigid bodies connected with joints. Rigid bodies
are solid objects that don’t deform, which can be modeled as a set of particles constrained
to move together. Joints are used to connect bodies with different constraints in their
motions, like wheels of a car and arms of a clock.
Rigid body dynamics also take into account forces acting on objects, which allows
accelerations to be realistically modeled. This way springs, pendulums and many similar
devices can be created. More importantly collisions between bodies can be simulated by
temporary joints, in this way realistic forces can be exerted on colliding bodies.
In this approach, each body has constant and varying properties. Constant properties
include mass, moment of inertia, friction coefficient and varying properties are position,
velocity, rotation and angular velocity. Joints, collisions and forces are represented in differential equations defining change in these varying properties. Although these underlying
principles for rigid body dynamics is quite simple, for multiple bodies analytical solution
is not possible for general case. So numerical approximations are used. Fast, stable and
accurate implementation of this numerical approximation is a very challenging task.
Physics System Developer Kits provide numerical integrators to approximate rigid
body dynamics. There are various commercial, (VORTEX [4], Novodex [3] and Havok [6])
and open source (ODE [1] and Dyna3d [7]) physics SDK’s available in the market.
Rigid body dynamics is useful in faithful simulation of vehicles, mechanical devices
and robots. Computer games, realistic animations as in movies and simulators used in
research use rigid body dynamics.
Player-Stage simulator from USC [9], uses a module named Gazebo [2] which models
physically embodied robots with rigid body dynamics. Webots [12; 5], which was originally
a kinematics based simulator has recently integrated rigid body dynamics using ODE.

2.1

Open Dynamics Engine

The Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) “is a free, industrial quality library for simulating
articulated rigid body dynamics[1].” It is well suited for simulation of articulated rigid
bodies. It is designed toward interactive and real-time usage and it uses a highly stable
integrator, which bounds the errors in simulation. ODE also provides hard contacts that
can be used to model collisions more accurately than spring based models. It also contains
collision detection, various joint types and friction models.
ODE library provides all the functionality through C and C++ interfaces. In spite
of being adaptable, fast and stable, utility functions of ODE are not very comprehensive.
KODEX is developed by METU-KOVAN for enhancement of these utility functions.

2.2

KODEX

KODEX improves the functionality of ODE with model loading capabilities. KODEX can
load Vortex models and improves ODE with some utility functions and better rendering
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capabilities.
As a result of this, it is much easier to create physical simulations, than to use plain
ODE. With ODE alone, environment and objects must be constructed by writing code.
KODEX simplifies this process using XML files, which are parsed to construct the world.
This reduces the task of loading a scene to a single line of code. This allows creation of
much more complex environments and models easily.
XML files can also be easily extended to add additional user parameters. XML file
syntax is also compatible with Vortex further simplifying the migration process.
By allowing textured high performance rendering KODEX improves the visual output
of ODE. KODEX also includes better camera and material handling than plain ODE.
Rendering can be useful for monitoring the simulations in robotics and camera control is
quite important for observing the simulation environment.
KODEX uses two external libraries: xerces-c is used for parsing XML files and ODE
is used for physics calculations. Rendering is done using a heavily modified version of the
reference renderer distributed with ODE. This renderer uses OpenGL and thus it is very
portable.
There is no ready-to-use collision geometry in ODE that can be constructed from a
number of different simple objects. For example a table is a composite object which is
composed of five simple box geometries. There are a large number of compound objects
in our environment, that behave as a whole, ie. they have a single center of mass. We
designed and implemented a new class, CompositeGeom, which simplifies the creation and
handling of these objects in ODE.
Another challenging problem encountered during implementation of KODEX is the
lack of cylinder implementation in standard ODE implementation. There are user contributed modules that provide cylinders and in KODEX these modules are included with
minor modifications.
Rendering is not an essential part of ODE. Only a reference renderer is provided with
the library which is both incapable and inefficient. KODEX uses a heavily modified version
of this renderer, with texture and lighting support, improved camera handling and support
for additional cameras.
The features of KODEX can be summarized as follows:
• Open source: This is the major power of KODEX. It can be modified for further
needs or customized for specific applications. Since no license is required, KODEX
is also very suitable for systematic studies using multiple computers.
• Platform independent: KODEX currently works on Linux and Windows platforms
with Cygwin.
• Material types: KODEX supports material types for objects to which it is possible
to set parameters such as the friction coefficients through XML files.
• Collisions between boxes, cylinders, spheres, triangle meshes and composite objects:
KODEX uses ODE and some user contributed code to provide these collisions. With
basic geometries, composite objects and triangle meshes, many real world problems
can be modeled.
• Textures and materials in rendering: Textures and materials allow more visual information to be displayed to user. Examples include but are not limited to emulating
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LEDs by changing textures on robots.
• Better camera handling: Many dynamic simulations require constant debugging and
a good view around the simulation environment is a useful tool to understand problems. KODEX uses a flexible motion model for camera to allow better management
of the scene.
• Support for additional cameras: KODEX provide support for additional cameras
that can be used for modeling camera sensors.
• XML File Loading Support: Currently, “official” ODE distribution does not support
loading models from configuration files. This means that all components of the
simulator including the properties of the world such as gravity, the properties of
objects in the environment such as mass or position, the relations among objects,
such as type of a joint should be implemented inside source code.
Utilization of configuration files are appealing since they provide a great amount
of flexibility. Changing properties of any component or inserting a new model into
the world becomes trivial by modifying a simple text file without compiling the
source code. Modularity and hierarchical abstraction is very important in design
of components, and XML file format provides desired structure. Additionally, file
loading is useful when user-defined parameters are required to be imported.
For example while testing our control strategy in an environment, in order to initialize the robot in any location, insert a new obstacle, modify world gravity or select a
controller among available ones, users don’t need to cope with details of source code.
Instead they could modify the corresponding XML file which has a simple interface.
The parser included in KODEX allows loading of world setup from an XML configuration files. The XML files can contain user defined tags for application specific
data. These data can be obtained by the application easily. This file format also
reduces requirement for rebuilding code for different setups, making it very suitable
for a series of experiments.
A more detailed description of the KODEX XML file structure is given in Appendix
5.2.
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Modeling and Design

This section reviews the design considerations used during the implamantation of MACSim and the modlling of KURT3D robot platform in the simulator. The requirements
concerning the project, the challenges, and software integration are discussed. This chapter consists of three parts: considerations in general simulation design, design details of
simulated robot.

3.1

Simulator Design

MACSim is developed with two main principles: compliance with real robot and ease of
use. Final aim of simulator is to provide all feasible capabilities of the KURT3D robot in
simulation.
The robot in this simulator is realized in rigid body dynamics environment provided by
ODE. This environment allows fairly realistic modeling of physical interactions. Although
this increases the complexity of simulation, it allows many experiments to be replicated
in simulation environment.
The objects modeled in ODE allows modeling of collision frictions and motion. This
way KURT3D robot can use its crane arm to interact with objects without large problems.
Simulator is realized as a singleton object containing the application information. The
simulator is responsible for containing required information about the environment objects,
robots and general application state. This class contains methods to step the simulation.
The main loop is also implemented in this class in the current applications. This loop
iterates the physics, calls robot control callback function, renders the scene and calls user
simulation callback function. This approach can be considered problematic since the loop
is synchronized and interleaved, which is not very realistic given the nature of the real
systems.
Our system will remove this restriction with the CORBA integration. With CORBA
interfaces, the simulator will become separated from the control which in turn will allow
asynchronous and parallel execution of control and simulation.
The simplest usage of the simulation requires implementation of robot control interface.
This user implemented class is registered into the simulation as robot controller. Virtual
methods implemented in this user defined class are called in simulation loop. At each
call of these functions the user should read the sensor values and choose the actuator
values. There are also convenience methods in controller interface that are called before
the simulation starts and after simulation ends.
In a more complex scenario, user may need to control the environment for setting up
the experiment or evaluating the performance of the controller. In this case, the user must
implement simulation control interface. This interface allows the control of simulation
via call back functions. Similar to the robot control interface the methods in this class
are called at each simulation step and in these methods simulation interfaces that allow
manipulation of the environment can be called.
Finally in the most complex scenario, the user might choose to control all the simulation
directly. By using MacsSimulation class all internal data can be accessed. KODEX
functions can then be used to implement more complex situations like modeling stickyness
or introducing articulated bodies for interacting with KURT3D.
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Façade design pattern

The Façade pattern allows a simplified interface to a complex API. This approach increase
ease of use without reducing the power of underlying interface[8; 15].
There are well known examples of this design pattern in class libraries like MFC, AWT
and ACE. In this project we simplify the underlying c API of KODEX using two different
facades. First simple interface allows common operations on simulation objects and the
underlying API allows second layer of abstraction grouping KURT3D and environment
objects and using KODEX API.
3.1.2

CORBA compliance

CORBA allows abstraction above functionality independent from used programming languages. Interoperability of languages allow better utilization of the languages possible. In
the design of simulation easy CORBA integration is considered as a top priority.
In order to achieve easy translation to work with CORBA, the functionality of simulation parts is nested under interfaces. These interfaces both simplify the use of underlying
classes and support easy integration points for the CORBA.
3.1.3

Robot-Simulator compatibility

The simulator is designed to provide all KURT3D compatibilities in simulation environment. The API provided in simulation is the same with the one provided by KURT3D
software.
Simulator is capable of simulating infrared range sensors, laser range scanner, cameras
and the crane. Use of CORBA interfaces will allow the use of same executables to control
robot both in simulation and real life.

3.2

Simple Simulation Interfaces

Simulation environment and simulated robot provide simple interfaces according to facade
design pattern. In this section these interfaces will be explained.
These simple interfaces constitute an alternative class hierarchy using abstract classes.
The interfaces in this alternative hierarchy is similar in inheritance relations to the underlying classes.
3.2.1

KURT3D Interface

This interface merges the interfaces for sensors and actuators in a single architecture. This
interface is intended to be directly used in CORBA implementation and could be replaced
with the compiled interface from the IDL file. See Appendix 5.4 for definition of these
interfaces.
3.2.2

Laser Scanner Interface

This interface includes the methods to use laser scanner. Functions for controlling the
scanner servo and data acquisition from 2D and 3D scans are provided in this interface.
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Camera Interface

This interface includes the methods to use cameras on the robot. Functions for controlling
the servo motors and data acquisition methods are provided in this interface. Servo motors
between robot frame and cameras allow pan and tilt operations.
3.2.4

Basic Control Interface

This interface includes the methods to use the basic KURT3D robot. The functions provided in this interface include motor speed control functions, functions to obtain encoded
values, infrared sensor readings and tilt sensor readings.
3.2.5

Crane Interface

This interface contains the functions to control the crane. Functions for control of crane
servos and magnet together with tension sensors are present in this interface.
3.2.6

Simulation Control Interface

This interface is used to control the simulation. It contains many useful callback methods.
This class is intended to be implemented by the user of the library. The class implementing
this interface can be considered as a supervisor agent capable of cheating in environment.
This class can access simulator class which implements SimulatorInterface. Through
the simulator, user can reach simulated objects. These objects in turn can be used to
manipulate the simulation environment.
Mouse and keyboard handling functions also reside in this interface. Once registered
as controller to the simulation, all callback functions are called appropriately.
3.2.7

Simulator Interface

This interface collect functions to control simulated objects and robot. Management of the
viewport, showing the state of simulation, can also be achieved with the functions in this
interface. Moreover functions for creating and destroying objects in the environment are
included. This interface class is implemented by MacsSimulator class. See Appendix 5.5
for details.
3.2.8

Simulation Object Interface

This interface defines methods to manipulate all objects in simulation. In our design,
every physical entity including robot is considered as an object.
Physical properties including position, orientation, velocities, forces and torques of
objects can be modified. Additionally objects contain color and texture for visual purposes
and these can be controlled with this interface.
All objects in the environment implement either this interface or another interface that
extends this interface.
See Appendix 5.5.2 for details.
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Simulation Environment Object Interface

This interface encapsulates simple functions for environment objects. All physical entities
other than the walls and the robots are environment objects.
This interface allows easy access to Environment Objects. There are two main types of
environment objects in MACSim: fixed and portable objects. Fixed objects can not move,
these objects can be used to model ramps heavy immobile obstacles, etc. Portable objects
can be moved by KURT3D, and move according to rigid body dynamics. This interface
also allows mass, density and magnetizable properties of the objects to be modified. User
can also define custom colors and shapes for the object and obtain parameters of the object
geometry.
3.2.10

Simulation Robot Interface

This class represents the simulation specific properties of the robot. In addition to object
properties, various convenience methods are included in this interface.
Some of the functions defined in this class allow control of rendering of the robot parts
(for instance IR rays and scanner rays). Some functions allow getting information not
available with current sensors (like extra functions to obtain the state of crane magnet).
Additionally cameras of the robot can be enabled/disabled using this interface to improve
performance when they are not needed.
See Appendix 5.5.3 for details.
3.2.11

Simulation Wall Interface

This interface is a stub interface reserved for special operations regarding the wall objects
in the environment.

3.3

Modeling of Simulated KURT3D

The simulated model of the KURT3D in MACSim environment can be seen in the Figure 1.
3.3.1

Base Body

Description
The base body of KURT3D is the rectangular shaped box which houses all the electronic boards and batteries inside, and carries the frame, scanner and camera modules on
top of it. It also houses the IR sensors at its periphery. Under this portion resides an
extension to this rectangular box which is of the same shape but with a smaller size. The
wheels are attached to this portion of the base body.
Modeling
In modeling the base body the lower part (to which the wheels are attached), and the
upper part (on which the IR sensors reside) were modeled separately, and was combined
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Figure 1: KURT3D in MACSim.

Figure 2: Modeling of the upper part of KURT3D base body using 2 rectangular prisms
and four cylinders. Here the components are dismantled for presentation purposes. The
lower part of the body is built using a similar combination of subparts.

10
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Modeling of the KURT3D base body by combining the lower and upper parts.
afterwards (see Figure 3). Since the shapes of these two bodies are almost the same,
similar strategies were used in modeling them.
The base body of KURT3D is a rectangular shaped box with rounded corners. In
modeling it in the simulator, there were two options; one was to model it as a rectangular
box but to round the corners when displaying it only graphically. This would have led to
unrealistic collisions of the body with the environment that would not happen in a real
environment with the real robot. Therefore, we chose to model the base body using several
component geometries and combine them on a single composite body, was implemented.
Although this led to a more complex representation, it was necessary for a realistic simulation. The components used were two rectangular prisms that integrate into each other
forming a plus shape and leaving the corners open. Then these corners were filled with
four cylinders, thus altogether approximating a rectangular prism with rounded corners
(see Figure 2).
The parameters, which are specific to the simulator, are summarized in Table 1.
Class Description
Instead of designing base body as a seperate class, it is embedded into KurtRobot. This
class is a container class, where different modalities of KURT3D are accessed through its
interfaces. The position of the robot is represented as the position of its base body in world
coordinates. KurtRobot class is responsible from execution of robot’s simulated sensors
and actuators. Their corresponding step functions are called within this class, in regular
intervals.
3.3.2

Wheels

Description

11
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Parameter
upper base
body type
lower base
body type
upper base
body geometries
lower base
body geometries
upper body
dimensions: (l, w, h)
lower body
dimensions: (l, w, h)
upper body
COM: (x,y,z)
lower body
COM: (x,y,z)
upper body
mass
lower body
mass
total mass

Value

Defined in

composite body

Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml

composite body
2 rectangular prisms
and 4 cylinders
2 rectangular prisms
and 4 cylinders

Resources/Kurt/base composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml

0.436m, 0.336m, 0.051m

Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml

0.377m, 0.210m, 0.103m
0m, 0m, 0m
(relative to body center)
0m, 0m, 0m
(relative to body center)

Resources/Kurt/base composite.xml

1.5kg

Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml

8kg
9.5kg

Resources/Kurt/base composite.xml

Resources/Kurt/base composite.xml

Table 1: Simulation parameters for the KURT3D Base Body.
KURT3D is a differetial drive robot with 3 wheels on each side, which makes 6 wheels
in total. The wheels are identical. The wheels on one side can be controlled with a single
instruction, so they in fact form a wheel system. There is one motor controlling each
wheel and since the motors are powerful and the planetary gear reduction is quite large,
the wheels can reach the specified speed in a small amount of time.
One can also get the encoder values for the wheels.
Modeling
The wheels are simulated using cylinders and motorized hinges connecting them to
the base body. These motorized hinges can be set speed values that they try to reach.
Using motorized hinges also make it possible to specify the maximum force that can be
applied by the motor when trying to reach a specified speed value. So it creates a relatively
realistic model of the wheels (see Figure 4).
The parameters, which are specific to the simulator, are summarized in Table 2.
Class Description
The wheels are implemented using two different classes. The left and right wheel
systems are modeled using the WheelSystem class, and these wheel-systems include three
Wheel class objects each. One can use the WheelSystem class to set the speed of the whole

12
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Body of the simulated robot after the wheels are attached. Second snapshot
shows the change in visualization after wheels are covered with textures.
Parameter
number
of wheels
wheel
body type
wheel radius
wheel width
wheel mass
wheel COM:
(x,y,z)
joint type
maximum torque
left wheel-system
center: (x,y,z)
right wheel-system
center: (x,y,z)
front wheel
center: (x,y,z)
middle wheel
center: (x,y,z)
rear wheel
center: (x,y,z)

Value
6
cylinder
0.06m
0.034m
0.25kg
0m, 0m, 0m
(relative to body center)
hinge
100N
0m,0.054m,-0.14m
(relative to kurt robot center)
0m,0.054m,0.14m
(relative to kurt robot center)
0.141m, 0m, 0m
(relative to wheel-system center)
0m, 0m, 0m
(relative to wheel-system center)
-0.141m, 0m, 0m
(relative to wheel-system center)

Defined in
Resources/Kurt/left wheels.xml
and Resources/Kurt/right wheels.xml
Resources/Kurt/basic
Resources/Kurt/basic
Resources/Kurt/basic
Resources/Kurt/basic

wheel.xml
wheel.xml
wheel.xml
wheel.xml

Resources/Kurt/body and wheels.xml
Resources/Kurt/body and wheels.xml
Resources/Kurt/body and wheels.xml
Resources/Kurt/body and wheels.xml
Resources/Kurt/left wheels.xml
and Resources/Kurt/right wheels.xml
Resources/Kurt/left wheels.xml
and Resources/Kurt/right wheels.xml
Resources/Kurt/left wheels.xml
and Resources/Kurt/right wheels.xml

Table 2: Simulation parameters for the Wheels and the Wheel-systems.
wheel system. The motorized hinges and bodies of the wheels reside in the Wheel class.
The position of the wheel-systems relative to the robot body is determined by the
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Figure 5: The small black rectangular geometries, on the side surface of the base body,
represent the simulated infrared sensors. They are distributed around robot in bilateral
symmetry.

left_wheels and right_wheels ids in the kurt/body_and_wheels.xml file. The positions of the individual wheels, relative to the center of the wheel-system they are in,
are determined by the front, middle and rear ids in the kurt/left_wheels.xml and
kurt/right_wheels.xml files. The models of the wheels are loaded from the kurt/basic_wheel.xml
file.
UML class diagrams for the WheelSystem and Wheel classes are given in Appendix
5.8.
3.3.3

IR Sensors

Description
Infrared sensors of Kurt3D robot are intended mainly for obstacle avoidance. These
sensors have a cone of detection and relatively short range compared with the other sensors.
The coverage of these sensors on Kurt3D robot is not complete, that is, these sensors have
dead zones where they can not detect obstacles.
Infrared sensors are always active and they don’t contain any actuators.
Modeling
Infrared sensor modeling depends on ray intersections. Although sampling methods
are used in literature, they quickly become infeasible with increasing number of different
objects (see Section 4 for more details). Thus in this simulator the infrared sensors were
modeled using rays to approximate detection cones.
Position of the infrared sensors has been modeled from the real hardware and from
the Solidworks model. The number of rays used and their separation angle are among
simulation parameters. Figure 5 shows the infrareds, embedded on robot’s base body.
The parameters, which are specific to the simulator, are summarized in Table 3.
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Parameter
number of
IR sensors
minimum sensing
distance
maximum sensing
distance
optimal sensing
range
ray-tracing
cone angle
ray-tracing
per sensor
noise level
IR sensor 1
position: (x,y,z)
IR sensor 2
position: (x,y,z)
IR sensor 3
position: (x,y,z)
IR sensor 4
position: (x,y,z)
IR sensor 5
position: (x,y,z)
IR sensor 6
position: (x,y,z)
IR sensor 7
position: (x,y,z)
IR sensor 8
position: (x,y,z)

Value

Defined in

8

Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml

0.005m

src/Infrared.cpp

1m

src/Infrared.cpp

0.1m-0.8m

src/Infrared.cpp

10◦

src/Infrared.cpp

5
Gaussian, σ = 0.005m, µ = 0
0m,-0.17m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)
0m,0.17m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)
0.222m,0m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)
-0.222m,0m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)
0.201m,-0.152m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)
0.201m,0.152m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)
-0.201m,0.152m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)
-0.201m,-0.152m,0m
(relative to upper base body center)

src/Infrared.cpp
src/Infrared.cpp
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml
Resources/Kurt/bulk composite.xml

Table 3: Simulation parameters for the IR sensors.

Class Description
Infrared sensors are modeled in Infrared class. This class keeps position and orientation of all infrared sensors respective to the robot. This class is also responsible for
calculating the sensor values, application of the model and optionally drawing the rays in
the display.
In contrary to most of the other components there is no XML file for Infrared sensor
due to their simplicity.
3.3.4

Cameras
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Simulated left and right camera models are shown as standalone modules, with
their motorized joints in the first figure. Second figure demonstrates how they are mounted
on the KURT3D base.

Description
KURT3D has two color cameras. Each camera is attached to the robot frame with
two servo motors allowing pan and tilt movements.
Cameras can be separately controlled and can be used to stream visual data simultaneously. The KURT3D software allows the cameras to work in various resolutions and
frame rates. The images use 24 bit color resolution (8 bit for each channel).
Modeling
In order to provide full compatibility with KURT3D, cameras are implemented using
OpenGL rendering. The image acquired from camera is synthesized using the environment
displayed to the user from the point of view calculated from the position of the simulated
robot cameras.
In order to maintain compatibility among different platforms and systems, the camera
implementation uses OpenGL back buffers to render camera images. This approach utilizes
the hardware acceleration in most of the common systems and is much more portable then
the use of alternative techniques like WGL extensions, glx pixmaps and pBuffers.
Physical models of cameras are identical, with the exception of mirrored servos. A
single camera consists of three bodies and two hinges. Support body attach the camera to
the robot frame. This body is attached to the servo body with a hinge. This hinge allows
tilt motion of the camera. Servo body is attached to the camera body with another hinge.
This second hinge allows panning the camera. Figure 6(a) and ?? shows the simulated
camera in MACSim, as standalone and mounted modules respectively.
Rendering using OpenGL allows, more information than the simple simulations where
the image data is abstracted to provide high level features. This increased accuracy has
a large computational cost and moreover, it is far from photo realistic. Modeling of
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lights, reflections and materials used in this simulation are parallel to common uses but
they contain many assumptions and simplifications. Rendering images with full lighting,
in close to real-time speeds is still an open research topic. Techniques including ray
tracing and radiosity are required to accomplish this kind of detail but these techniques
are computationally very expensive and ill suited to our application.
Simulation Parameters
One of the main parameters calibrated with the camera is the position and servo limits.
These are obtained from KURT3D documentation. About the behavior of the camera,
the camera view angle is important and this is also determined using experiments. See
Section 4 for details.
Parameter
camera
body type
camera mass

composite body
0.1kg

number of
camera joints
joint types

2
(for tilt and pan)
hinge

number of
cameras
left camera
position: (x,y,z)
right camera
position: (x,y,z)
sensing
vertical angle
sensing
horizontal angle
servomotor
step angle

Value

2
0.15m,0.183m,-0.11m
(relative to KURT3D robot center)
0.15m,0.183m,0.11m
(relative to KURT3D robot center)

Defined in
Resources/Kurt/camera left.xml
and Resources/Kurt/camera right.xml
Resources/Kurt/camera left.xml
and Resources/Kurt/camera right.xml
Resources/Kurt/camera left.xml
and Resources/Kurt/camera right.xml
Resources/Kurt/camera left.xml
and Resources/Kurt/camera right.xml
Resources/kurt.xml
Resources/kurt.xml
Resources/kurt.xml

35◦
45◦
0.30◦
Table 4: Simulation parameters for the Cameras.

The parameters, which are specific to the simulator, are summarized in Table 4.
Class Description
This class implements the cameras of the KURT3D. This internal class is also responsible for the servos that attach the camera to the robot frame.
Most of the functionality is directly supported from KODEX as OverlayCameras.
Overlay cameras in kodex allow off-screen rendering of the scene with alternative camera parameters. They are also displayed on the screen as small textured images.
Off-screen rendering used in this implementation uses the backbuffer to simulate real
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Simulated scanner model, with 1 degree of freedom, is shown as a standalone
unit, in the first figure. Second figure demonstrates how scanner is mounted on the
KURT3D base.

off-screen rendering. This approach makes it much more portable than alternative techniques like, pBuffers and WGL extensions. It is also usually hardware accelerated since
almost all display adapters support back-buffers. But it has also a drawback: all of the
simulation window must be visible in order to obtain correct images from simulated cameras.
3.3.5

Scanner

Description
KURT3D robot uses a 3D laser range scanner and this part is also modeled in the
physical environment. The range scanner is essentially capable of making range scans on
a single plane. It is attached to the robot with a servo to provide 3D range scans. This
servo allows varying tilt angle of the scanner and by merging multiple planar scans with
different tilt angles 3D ranges can be obtained.(See Figure 7).
Various scan modes with different vertical and horizontal resolutions are available.
These can be controlled via configuration functions. Simulator similarly provides these
functions.
Modeling
The simulation of laser range scanner depends on the rigid body dynamics calculations.
Rays are generated from the ray source. First intersection of these rays with the objects
in the environment is returned as the distance information. The rays are also optionally
displayed to user.
The principles involving the range scan is also similar. At each simulation step only a
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single planar scan is made with the scanner. Thus 3D scans need more simulation steps
to move the servo motors to required positions.
A normally distributed additive noise is added to the range results obtained from the
ODE simulation for simulating the error in the range readings.
Comparison with Hardware
Although ray casting with KODEX primitives allow a fairly good approximation of
laser scanner for simple geometrical objects, many objects in the real environments have
much more complicated geometries. It should be noted that, there is a trade-off here,
increasing the complexity of the objects reduce the speed of the simulation but provide a
more realistic simulation. By increasing the complexity of simulated objects more accuracy
can be obtained.
Simulation Parameters
Position of the scanner and the servo motor are two important parameters of the
simulation. The laser scanner returns the distances in centimeters and the simulator uses
meters so this value is converted. Another parameter is the noise added to scanner values.
Servo motor parameters are also important and these include the corresponding step
to servo value and maximum force for changing the servo step.
Parameter
scanner position:
(x,y,z)
scanner
body type
scanner mass
scanner COM:
(x,y,z)
maximum horizontal
scanning range
maximum vertical
scanning range
supplied horizontal
scan resolutions
maximum vertical
scan resolution
noise level

Value
0.08m,0.24m,0m
(relative to KURT3D robot center)

Defined in
Resources/kurt.xml

composite body
5.5kg
0m,0m,0m
(relative to body center)

Resources/Kurt/scanner.xml
Resources/Kurt/scanner.xml
Resources/Kurt/scanner.xml

+90◦ to − 90◦ (180◦ total)

src/Scanner.cpp

+90◦ to − 90◦ (180◦ total)

src/Scanner.cpp

0.25◦ /0.5◦ /1◦

src/Scanner.cpp

1 servo step=0.23◦
Gaussian, σ = 0.0025m, µ = 0

src/Scanner.cpp
src/Scanner.cpp

Table 5: Simulation parameters for the Laser Scanner.
The parameters, which are specific to the simulator, are summarized in Table 5.
Class Description
Scanner is implemented in Scanner class. The information about the servo motor, and
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corresponding physical objects are handled in this class.
Position and orientation of scanner and the servo is determined from kurt.xml. The
shape of scanner is constructed from kurt/scanner.xml file.
UML class diagram for the Scanner class is given in Appendix 5.8.
3.3.6

Crane Arm

Description
The KURT3D system has a crane robot arm that is placed on the upper front side of
the robot platform. It has 3 degrees of freedom. The crane arm is used to manipulate
objects using the attached magnet. Thus, only magnetizable objects can be manipulated.
The crane arm has 3 motors controlling the heading direction of the arm, the distance of
the magnet to the robot, and the extension of the magnet to the ground. The first motor
can rotate the crane arm in a horizontal range so that the magnet can reach the objects
in this range, without the need for the robot to change direction. The second motor can
move the magnet back and forth forming a distance range, so that the the robot can reach
an object in that range; and the last motor moves the magnet up and down so that the
magnet can be lowered down on an object.
The crane arm has boundary switches, using which one can determine if the magnet
has reached the limits in its back and forth movement. It also has encoders on every motor
and a strain sensor to measure the weight that the magnet is carrying. The magnet can
be turned on and off.
There are three criteria that determines whether an object can be lifted by the magnet
or not. One is the magnetizability of the object. If the object is not magnetizable then it
can not be lifted. Second one is the shape of the upper surface of the object. If the object
does not have a flat upper surface to which the magnet can attach, then there can be no
reliable attachment to the magnet. The third criterion is the weight of the object. Even
if the object is magnetizable and has a flat upper surface, if it is heavier than the weight
that the motor moving the magnet up and down can handle, then it can not be lifted by
the crane arm.
Modeling
The modeling of the crane arm is done using four bodies and three hinges. The bodies
are; the support body, which carries all the arm extension and is connected to the robot
base; the main arm body, which constitutes the main outward extension of the crane; the
rope body, which carries the magnet; and the magnet body which is used to model the
magnet. One hinge connects the support body to the arm body and is used to rotate the
arm; the second hinge connects the rope body to the support body and is used to move
the rope back and forth; and lastly the third hinge connects the rope body to the arm
body and is used to move the magnet up and down (see Figure 8).
There is another joint formed when the magnet attaches to a magnetized object. In
the simulator, at every step it is checked whether the magnet is on or off; if the magnet is
on and if there is an object near the magnet, then a joint is formed between the magnet
and the object, so that the connection of the object to the magnet is simulated. Here the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Simulated crane robot arm with the back frame part is shown in the first figure.
Second figure demostrates how it is integrated to the robot base.

three criteria that determines whether an object can be lifted apply. The object has to be
magnetizable, and has to have a shape that the magnet can attach. These are simulated
by checking the object properties of the object. If these two hold then the joint is formed.
But this still does not guarantee lifting of the object, since the motor hinge moving the
magnet up and down has a maximum force it can exert and if the object is heavier than
this value then it can not be lifted. This does not need any particular checking mechanism
by the simulator, since the behavior of the physics engine handles this issue..
The modeling of the rope body is, for now, a crude approximation since it is modeled
like a simple stick having no elasticity. The modeling of the boundary switches of the
motors are done using the limits of the hinges, and the strain sensor is simulated using
the force that the object exerts on the hinge that connects it to the magnet.
Comparison with Hardware
Since the actual crane hardware was not ready at the moment of the release of this
version of the simulator, no reliable comparison can be done between the hardware and
the simulated model of the crane arm. New additions to the simulated crane arm model
may be done after the release of the real robot arm.
In any case, the fundamental difference between KURT3D robot platform and its
simulated counterpart will appear in this actuator modality. Principle component of the
real crane arm is a rope, that holds the magnet. However, since modeling of soft bodies is
not allowed by the underlying physics engine, rope is simulated by a rigid stick in MACSim.
Instead of one rigid body, using a chain of bodies is an alternative, but it would decrease
the speed of the simulator catastrophically. Thus, it is impossible to obtain the true
dynamics of the arm-rope system in MACSim. However, this unrealistic behavior of the
rope might be handled in controller level, by forcing full-lift when any object is gripped
by the magnet. In this way, swinging effect will not occur in real world.
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Simulation Parameters
Since the actual crane hardware was not ready at the moment of the release of this
version of the simulator, no real calibration work was done on the simulated model.
Parameter
crane position:
(x,y,z)
crane
body type
crane
joint types
number of
crane motors
crane mass
frame and
laptop mass
maximum weight
magnet can lift

Value

Defined in

0.05m,0.2m,0m

Resources/kurt.xml

3 composite bodies

Resources/Kurt/crane.xml

4 hinges

Resources/Kurt/crane.xml

3
1.0kg

Resources/Kurt/crane.xml
Resources/Kurt/crane.xml

4.9kg

Resources/Kurt/frame.xml

0.1kg

Table 6: Simulation parameters for the Crane robot arm.
The parameters, which are specific to the simulator, are summarized in Table 6.
Class Description
The crane arm module is implemented in the Crane class. The bodies and hinges
constituting the crane arm also reside in this class. The position of the crane is determined
by the ‘crane’ id in the kurt.xml file. The model of the crane arm is loaded from the
kurt/crane.xml file.
UML class diagram for the Crane class is given in Appendix 5.8.

3.4

Environment Modeling

MACSim also supports creation, manipulation and deletion for various types of objects
in the environment. The object types differ from portable objects to static objects, from
composite objects to ramps and etc.. The detailed discussion about this modelling, the
types of objects that can be used, and examples on how to use these interfaces will be
documented in the Deliverable 6.2.1 Simulation Model of Final Demonstrator Scenario.
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Calibration and Verification

MACSim is a high fidelity robot simulator. This means that it aims to reach a maximal
similarity to the real world at an acceptable simulation speed. As R.Brooks states:
“There is a real danger (in fact a near certainty), that programs which
work well on simulated robots will completely fail on real robots because of
the differences in real world sensing and actuation - it is very hard to simulate
the actual dynamics of the real world.”
These problems have been faced by many roboticists, who tried to find different methods
to calibrate their simulator. In [13] it is stated that:
• The simulation should be based on large quantities of carefully collected empirical
data and should be regularly validated.
• Appropriately profiled noise should be taken into account at all levels.
These arguments are taken into account throughout the calibration process of MACSim.
Sensor and actuator models are based on samples taken from the real robot and validated
with several cases. Physical parameters of the simulated robot are faithful to the real one.
In the following subsections we will explain how the sensors and actuators are modelled
and calibrated according to experiments done with the real and simulated KURT3D.

4.1
4.1.1

Sensors
3D Laser Range Scanner

KURT3D is equiped with a Sick LMS 200 which is a highly accurate and reliable laser scanner. The technical data supplied by Sick gives the basic information, such as resolution,
range, scan angle and errors, which are necessary to model the laser scanner.
In MACSim the laser range scanner is modeled using the ray tracing method. Similar
to the actual working principle of a scanner, a ray is rotated step by step, where the step
interval is determined by the resolution of the scan, either 1◦ , 0.5◦ a 0.25◦ . The distance
to the first intersection of a ray, is directly returned as the sensed value, without any
processing. We did not see the necessity to adjust these values, as the actual laser scanner
has a measurement resolution of +/- 15 mm within 8 meters range, which means that the
actual distance is measured with such a small average error.
Some experiments were performed in order to compare the scanner model against the
real one. Firstly, the robot was placed at a 1m distance from a large wall and several
scans were performed, for different vertical and horizontal apex angles at three different
resolutions. A representative case, in which the horizontal apex angle is 60 ◦ , vertical apex
is 25 servomotor steps, and the resolution is 1◦ , 0.5◦ and 0.25◦ respectively, is given in
Figure 9.
In each case it was observed that local errors, which can be referred to as noise, stayed
within the range -1 to 1 cm. A slight global deviation can also be observed between the
two curves, however this is certainly due to the difficulty to adjust the physical experiment
setup as precisely as in the simulator. Still, the global deviation stayed in the range -5 to
5 cm in all three cases and the sum of error squares were calculated to be 2.86, 5.48 and
10.89 m2 in increasing quality order.
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(a) KURT3D, resolution 1◦

(b) MACSim, resolution 1◦

(c) KURT3D, resolution 0.5◦

(d) MACSim, resolution 0.5◦

(e) KURT3D, resolution 0.25◦

(f) MACSim, resolution 0.25◦

Figure 9: Scan of a wall with different resolutions, the axes in the horizontal plane correspond to vertical and horizontal index of scan points and the mesh gives the distance
reading at each scan point
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The modeled laser scanner has been validated with other cases in which different simple
shaped objects were scanned. The snapshots from one of these experiments are given in
Figure 10 and the scan data obtained from the simulator and the real scanner are given
in Figure 11. It can be observed that although there are differences in the environment
(for example at the edge between the wall and the floor), the scan output corresponding
to the carefully modeled cylindrical object in the simulator matches quite well with the
real scanner’s output.

(a) KURT3D, facing againts a cylindrical trash can

(b) Simulated KURT3D model, facing
against a cylindrical object

Figure 10: Snapshots from cylinder object scanning experiments

(a) Real scanner readings of KURT3D

(b) Simulated scanner readings from
MACSim

Figure 11: 3D laser scanner data, obtained from the cylindrical object scan.
Next, we attempted to add a noise to the scan readings. A Gaussian distributed
noise with a zero mean and 0.25 cm of standard deviation was added to each distance
measurement. In Figure 12, the scan output of the cylindrical object is given for with and
without noise cases. It can be observed that the scan output looks more realistic when
the noise is added.
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(a) Without noise

(b) Gaussian distributed noise with µ = 0 and σ = 0.25 added

Figure 12: Scan of a cylindrical object in the simulator
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4.1.2

Infrared Sensors

For short range sensing, KURT3D has 8 Sharp GP2D12 infrared sensors. This sensor has
already been modeled in several simulators in different ways with two different methods;
using a look-up table including data obtained by sampling or using a model with the ray
sending method.
Sampling has been used in several simulators of the Khepera robot. In [13], the robot
was turned 360◦ at different distances with respect to a wall and an obstacle while recording
the activation level of the sensors. More precisely, the activation level of each of the eight
infrared sensors were recorded for 180 orientations and for 20 different distances. The
resulting matrices were then used by the simulator to set the activation levels of the
simulated agent depending on its current position in the simulated environment.
This method is good for being simple and taking into account differences between each
individual sensor. It also reduces the computational cost of building sensor models within
the simulator. However, as stated by Miglino et.al., modeling more complex environments,
as in the case of the MACS project, using this method can be more costly because each
different class of objects has to be sampled and because non-symmetrical objects may
require different sampling for different points of view.
In ray-tracing based models of IR sensors the rays can be sent along a horizontal plane
if the height of objects to be detected is not an issue. If 3D information is essential the
rays can be sent along the surface of a cone. In both cases some parameters like number
of rays, angle between rays are to be decided. Also a relation between the length to the
first intersection on the rays and sensor activation must be deviced. This relation is to be
found through empirical data.
In [10], 10 rays are used for each sensor and they are arranged in an arc spanning 180 ◦
degrees. In the SwarmBot-3D simulator this method is applied with five rays, where the
average distance value is computed and then converted to an integer sensor response. In
[14] they pointed out that this approach suffers from a problem so-called “dead spot”, the
space in which small objects remain undetected because they lie just in between rays. In
SwarmBot-3D, dead spots are reduced by decreasing the top angle of the cone. It could
further be reduced by using more rays at an increase of computational costs.
In MACSim, the infrared sensors are modeled using five rays, four evenly distributed
on a cone and one at the center. The distance to the first collision of each ray is summed up
with a certain weight, and normalized with the total weight. If the distance to a ray’s first
intersection is larger than a certain range, this ray’s weight becomes zero. The obtained
weighted average is then converted to an integer corresponding to the voltage of sensor’s
activation level, casted in 10 bits. This conversion is done with Equation 1 where a and
b are set according to experiment data.
W eightedSum =

5
X

wi .di
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Figure 13: Experiment with the frontal IR sensor in MACSim

I = a.(Avg)b

(1)

Two major experiments were done in order to adjust the parameters of infrared sensor
models. In the first one, the robot directly faced a large wall. The robot then which was
moved back in 2 cm steps and the average of five readings was recorded for each distance
(Figure 13). The results obtained from the simulator and the actual sensors are compared
in Figure 14. The parameters a and b have been tuned through this experiment to 4137.8
and -0.9045 respectively.
It should be noted that, although the actual distance measurement range of the Sharp
GP2D12 is 10 to 80 cm, the sensors return a reading for objects out of this range. For
instance, objects within the range 0 to 9 cm are detected but they appear to be farther
than objects at 10 cm. At the other extreme case, a large obstacle, such as a wall,
produces a certain non-zero sensor activation at distances farther than 80 cm. Although
the readings for objects that are out of the stated distance measurement range do not
actually correspond to their distance, they cannot be ignored.
In MACSim, in order to take care for the idiosyncrasy in the range 0 to 10 cm, the
sensor activation for this range are mapped to their symmetric according to 10 cm. For
example, if an object stands at 6 cm distance in front of the sensor, the activation is as if
the object was at 14 cm. This behavior of the simulated infrared sensor can be observed
in Figure 14. Although not exactly the same with the actual sensor response, it gives a
good estimate. The upper bound of the range was increased to 100 cm, as the behavior
of the model suits the extra range 80 to 100 cm well enough.
In the second experiment, (Figure 15) a box shaped object was placed at 20 cm in
front of the sensor and was moved in parallel to the robot. The object was initially not
detected by the sensor. As it moved toward the center it became detectable and afterward
it was lost again. This experiment was conducted in the simulator with different cone
angles and different weight distributions on the rays, until a good match to the real world
experiment was obtained. The top angle of the cone was set to 10◦ and the weight of
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Figure 14: Infrared sensor readings in simulator and real world

(a) KURT3D, facing a box

(b) KURT3D model in MACSim, facing a virtual box object

Figure 15: Box experiment for infrared calibration
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Figure 16: Infrared readings from the simulator and KURT3D, while a box shaped object
at 20 cm in the front of the sensor is moved in parallel to the robot. The horizontal axis
corresponds to the distance of the box from the center of the robot.

the center ray has been given twice the weight of the outer rays. The data collected from
the simulator with the final configuration and the actual sensor’s data are compared in
Figure 16. Noise, similar to the one in the laser scanner, is also added to the infrared
readings too.
4.1.3

Cameras

Cameras are more difficult to calibrate for being realistic, as the color palette of real world
images is different from the simulator environment. The experiments to calibrate the
cameras were limited to the measurement of the field of view (FOV). In order to detect
the FOV, some snapshots containing an absolute measure of the image, were taken from
three different distances, both for vertical and horizontal axes. The vertical and horizontal
view angles were determined to be 35◦ and 45◦ degrees respectively.
The noise characteristics of a real image compared with an ideal simulator image is
also difficult to model but an attempt to add simple salt and pepper noise and hundreds
and thousands noise in [11] resulted in improvements. In MACSim’s simulated cameras,
this kind of noise can optionally be added to the snapshots.
Another approach that can be used to make camera snapshots more realistic, is to use
textures when constructing the environment.
In order to compare the real and simulated cameras, some snapshots from right and
left cameras have been taken both in the simulator and from KURT3D’s cameras. In the
simulator a model of the METU-Kovan lab is constructed and the objects are covered
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with textures which are obtained by sample photographs. Snapshots are compared in
Figure 17.

(a) Real camera, left

(b) Real camera, right

(c) Simulated camera, left

(d) Simulated camera, right

Figure 17: Snapshots from simulated and real cameras

4.2
4.2.1

Actuators
Motors for Navigation

To make the motion of the robot in the simulator similar to reality, parameters like motor
torques, friction coefficients (between every moving body), moments of inertia need to
be adjusted. Trying to calculate these values with some general experiments will not be
enough to eventually obtain the motion of the robot in real world. It is better to estimate
these parameters roughly and tune them to adjust the motion to be as close as possible to
reality. This method is commonly preferred instead of ideal modeling. In [13], to model
Khepera’s motors they proceeded experimentally by sampling the effect of different motor
settings in the real environment. More specifically, they sampled how the robot moved and
turned for each of the 20x20 possible states of the two motors. The measures obtained
were used by the simulator to compute the displacement of the robot in the simulated
environment. They also suggested that in order to account for the fact that actuators
produce unpredictable uncertain effects and that the ground may present irregularities,
noise can be applied in the simulated environment to the movements of the simulated
agent. This argument is supported by the first experiment performed with KURT3D. At
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Figure 18: Speed versus PWM characteristics at no load, both wheels, both directions

the no load condition, i.e. the wheels not touching the ground, the motors of the robot,
were accelerated with a continuously increasing motor power. The voltage applied to the
motors is adjusted with pulse width modulation (PWM), which has a value within 0-1024.
0 means that full power is being applied, while 512 corresponds to 50% duty cycle and
1023 corresponds to no power. In Figure 18, it can be observed that the left and right
wheels as well as forward and backward directions do not behave in exactly the same way.
KURT3D has two 90W Maxton motors, used for differential drive. These motors are
connected to the wheels with a planetary gear having a reduction of 35:1, which results in
a relatively high torque. This has two important consequences. Firstly the load applied
on the motors due to its weight does not significantly change its speed versus voltage
behavior. The no load and full load conditions for two wheels can be compared from
Figure 19.
In both experiments the speed is taken from the internal encoders which are connected to the motor shaft of KURT3D. Ticks of the encoder are counted for 10 ms by the
firmware and returned as a measure of speed. The encoder delivers 500 ticks per motor
revolution. Therefore the relation between the actual speed (w:angular, v:translational)
and the number of ticks counted in 10 ms is obtained as:
ticksCounted
, v = 2.π.r.w
(2)
175
It can be observed that, in Figure 18, the measure for speed is the number of ticks
returned by the micro-controller, while in Figure 19 the actual speed is calculated. Another
important point is that within the MACS project, the speed of the robot is limited to 1
m/sec in the common interface. In Figure 19 it can be seen that within this speed range
w=
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Figure 19: Speed versus PWM characteristics at no load and full load, for both wheels

there is a close to linear mapping between the given PWM and obtained speed.
In the common interface, it was agreed that the functions that set the motor activations
will take only speed related parameters, instead of PWM or torque. Therefore in the
simulator it is assumed that the real robot will be calibrated to meet this requirement,
i.e. to reach the desired speed that is requested. It was also observed that at a constant
PWM, the speed stabilizes around a value but oscillates within a small range of 0.015
m/sec.
The other consequence of high motor torques is that the maximum speed corresponding
to a voltage value is reached very quickly when the value is set. Actually when PWM is set
to a certain value, the speed is stabilized within 150 msec. In the simulator the speeds are
changed by setting the desired angular speed and maximum torque of the hinge connecting
the wheels to the body. The desired speed is reached in the shortest time possible, i.e.
by applying the maximum torque, and this speed maintained afterward. Therefore the
torques of the wheel hinges in the simulator have been chosen high enough to obtain the
behavior of the real robot.
The KURT3D firmware provides a second mode of operation, with which a desired
speed is reached in a controlled manner, using the feedback from the encoders. This
mode is not currently implemented within the simulator, as the behavior of the controller
can not exactly be inferred from the motion of the robot. Any kind of controller can be
implemented at a higher level.
4.2.2

Servo Motors

For the servomotors of both scanner and cameras, the angles corresponding to one step
were determined empirically, by counting the number of steps taken to complete a full
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angle. For the scanner it was set to 0.23◦ and for the cameras it was set to 0.30◦ . The
speed was set to the highest speed of the servomotors, but they should rather be moved
step by step.
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Appendix

5.1

Installation

MACSim uses a customized version of the ODE library, KODEX library developed at
METU-KOVAN and exerces-c library for XML parsing. In the following subsection installation operations are detailed.
5.1.1

Download Package

You can reach the MACSim package from the CVS repository at gibson.ais.fraunhofer.de.
You have to checkout all the ‘kodex’ package. So the path to the package is macs/KOVAN/KODEX. You can check-out the package as described in Deliverable 1.1.3 Implementation of Software Development Environment.
5.1.2

Detailed installation instructions

KODEX library is packaged using gnu autotools for maximum portability and ease of
use. ODE is customized in this project and this version must be used. This special ODE
version is also provided separately.
this should be followed by building ODE:
cd ode
make
After the successful build of ODE, KODEX can be built using GNU build procedure,
./configure, make. For details see the INSTALL file included in the distribution.
Although this procedure is sufficient for compiling and modifying KODEX files, to
add and remove files from library, autotools should be present in the system. Required
autotools packages are: aclocal-1.9, automake-1.9.1 and autoconf-2.59.
Standard commands after for building KODEX are as follows:
aclocal-1.9
automake-1.9 --add-missing
autoconf
./configure
make
KODEX uses ODE_ROOT environment variable to locate ODE, so this environment
variable must be set to the location of the ODE. Default value for ODE_ROOT is ’./ode’.
Exerces-c library is used as a shared library thus it should be present in LD_LIBRARY_PATH.
The shared object is named libexerces.so.25 and the Linux version is bundled with the
package.
After the KODEX installation MACSim must be installed. MACSim uses two environment variables to locate ODE and KODEX ODE_ROOT and KODEX_ROOT. Default values of
these variables are ’../ode’ and ’..’ respectively. In order to build MACSim, following
commands must be given:
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aclocal-1.9
automake-1.9 --add-missing
autoconf
./configure
make
After these operations MACSim can be used. The example applications can be found
in examples/ directory.
5.1.3

Instructions for Eclipse IDE

In addition to the gnu packages, MACSim can be used in Eclipse IDE 2 . Preferred way of
using MACSim in Eclipse is through CVS projects. Eclipse provide a built-in cvs client.
Required project files are present in the CVS repository.
Although there is an initial attempt to integrate gnu autotools support to Eclipse,
the results are far from stable so, a more primitive integration method is used. Eclipse
CDT standard make projects allow make files to be generated by user. In MACSim, the
makefile files should be generated by using autotools.
In this case, Eclipse cannot manage autotools scripts, so the script files, which described
the sources, should be manually maintained. Fortunately, this operation is usually very
simple since autotools provide automatic dependency tracking.
5.1.4

Example Applications

There are four example applications packaged with MACSim. These are:
helloKurt This application is a simple hello world application to show the simplest use of
simulator and to provide a framework for custom applications. See Appendix 5.6.1
for details of this example application.
interfaceTest This application allows testing various methods and interfaces on KURT3D
in simulation. See Appendix 5.6.2 for details of this example application.
dynamicObjectsTest This application allows testing manipulation of objects in simulation using supervisor interfaces.
architecture This application includes the initial control architecture implemented on
KURT3D in MACSim.

5.2

KODEX XML File Structure

KODEX can parse and load the XML files according to a structure. This structure is very
much like the Vortex .me file structure, so that files created for Vortex can be used by
KODEX with the help of minor changes.
Please note that this structuring of the XML files is for the defined entities to be
created in the ODE context. As long as the structure presented here is used, the defined
entities will be created. But to be able to manipulate these entities, objects, walls etc.
2

KDE eclipse project (http://kde-eclipse.pwsp.net/)
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using the MACSim Simulator Interface, one must also obey the structuring schema in
Section 5.3.
The general structure of a KODEX XML file looks like this:
<ME>
<IMPORT>...</IMPORT>
<CORE>
<MDT>...</MDT>
<MCD>...</MCD>
<MST>...</MST>
</CORE>
<ME_APPS>
<RENDER>...</RENDER>
</ME_APPS>
<USER_APPS>...</USER_APPS>
</ME>

In this structure <IMPORT> tag is used to specify other XML files so that they can be
imported, used, and identified by their id in this XML file. <CORE> tag corresponds to the
simulation data, which includes the body dynamics and collision geometry of the entities
in the simulation environment. The body dynamics are specified under the <MDT> tag,
and the collision geometries are specified under the <MCD> tag. Here, another tag, <MST>,
can be used to define material types and their interaction. The <ME_APPS> tag includes
other application data, and specifically the <RENDER> tag, which defines some rendering
parameters. The <USER_APPS> tag includes other user-defined data, that are also parsed,
so that the user can name and use inside the program.
Now a more detailed look to this structure will be presented by considering each of
these tags in order.
The IMPORT Tag
The general structure of an <IMPORT> tag looks like this:
<IMPORT>
<ME_FILE>
<ID>box</ID>
<NAME>environment/box.xml</NAME>
<POS>0.7,0.12,-0.3</POS>
<ROT>1.57,0,0</ROT>
</ME_FILE>
...
</IMPORT>

Here only one file is imported, but in practice there is no restriction to the number
of files imported in <IMPORT> tag. Inside the <ME_FILE> tag, one can use the <ID> tag,
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<NAME> tag, <POS> tag and <ROT> tag. The <ID> tag determines the id of this entity, so
that it can be referred elsewhere in the file using this id. Note that such an id must be
unique for every entity in an XML file. The <NAME> tag specifies the XML file path that
is to be imported, relative to the current file directory. <POS> tag determines where the
imported entity will be created relative to the entity that the current file is defining. As
an example, if the current file was also imported by another file and given a position, then
this position and the position given for the ‘box’ in the example will be summed up to
find the absolute position of the ‘box’. <ROT> tag determines how the imported entity will
be rotated relative to the entity that the current file is defining.
The CORE Tag
The general structure of an <CORE> tag looks like this:
<CORE>
<MDT>
...
</MDT>
<MCD>
...
</MCD>
<MST>
...
</MST>
</CORE>

The <MDT> tag defines body dynamics. A general structure inside an <MDT> tag looks
like this:
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<MDT>
<WORLD>
<ID>world</ID>
<GRAVITY>0,-9.81,0</GRAVITY>
<EPSILON>0.00001</EPSILON>
<GAMMA>0.1</GAMMA>
<GLOBAL_ERP>0.2</GLOBAL_ERP>
<GLOBAL_CFM>0.00001</GLOBAL_CFM>
</WORLD>
<BODIES>
<BODY>...</BODY>
</BODIES>
<CONSTRAINTS>
<HINGE>...</HINGE>
<BSJOINT>...</BSJOINT>
<PRISMATIC>...</PRISMATIC>
<UNIVERSAL>...</UNIVERSAL>
</CONSTRAINTS>
</MDT>

The <MDT> tag can include three kinds of tags.
The <WORLD> tag defines the world, its <ID>, and other parameters (gravity etc.) as
in the example. For a discussion of these parameters and the effects of them, please refer
to the ODE documentation.
The <BODIES> tag defines the bodies in the environment, using the <BODY> tag. An
example <BODY> tag may look like this:
<BODY>
<ID>A_BODY</ID>
<ENABLED>1</ENABLED>
<FROZEN>0</FROZEN>
<POS>0,0.365,0</POS>
<ROT>-1.57,0,0</ROT>
<MASS>0.3</MASS>
<MOI>0.33,0,0,0.33,0,0.33</MOI>
<COM>0,0,0</COM>
<BODY>

The description of the parameters are:
• <ID> defines the id of the body.
• <ENABLED> 1 if the body is enabled, 0 otherwise.
• <FROZEN> 1 if body is permanently disabled, 0 otherwise.
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• <POS> body relative coordinates.
• <ROT> Euler angles for body relative rotation.
• <MASS> specifies the mass of this body.
• <MOI> the moment of inertia.
• <COM> the center of mass.
For a more detailed discussion of these parameters and the effects of them, please refer
to the ODE documentation [1].
Lastly, the <CONSTRAINTS> tag in the <MDT> tag defines the constraints applied to the
bodies. There are four types of constraints supported currently, identified with the tags:
<BSJOINT>, <HINGE>, <PRISMATIC> and <UNIVERSAL>. Note that other constraint types
available in ODE can of course be created dynamically in the code, and this restriction to
these four constraint types are only for the XML loading.
Here are examples of each of these four constraint structures.
For the <HINGE> tag:
<HINGE>
<ID>A_HINGE_CONSTRAINT</ID>
<BODY_IDS>A_BODY_ID_1,A_BODY_ID_2</BODY_IDS>
<ENABLED>1</ENABLED>
<POS>-1.41,0.54,-1.4</POS>
<AXIS>0,0,1</AXIS>
<LIMIT>
<ACTIVE>1</ACTIVE>
<POWERED>1</POWERED>
<DESVEL>0</DESVEL>
<MAXFORCE>1000</MAXFORCE>
</LIMIT>
</HINGE>

The description of the parameters are:
• <ID> defines the id of the constraint.
• <BODY_IDs> id’s of the two bodies that are going to be connected. These must refer
to valid body ids defined before in the scope of this file.
• <ENABLED> 1 if the constraint is enabled, 0 otherwise.
• <POS> body relative coordinates.
• <AXIS> constraint axis in world space.
The description of the parameters inside the <LIMIT> tag are:
• <ACTIVE> limit is active if this is 1, not active if 0.
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• <POWERED> 1 if the constraint is motorized, 0 otherwise.
• <DESVEL> desired motor velocity.
• <MAXFORCE> motor maximum force.
The other constraints’ tags have similar structures, and the parameters described above
are used also in these structures.
For the <BSJOINT> tag:
<BSJOINT>
<ID>A_BSJOINT_CONSTRAINT</ID>
<BODY_IDS>A_BODY_ID_1,A_BODY_ID_2</BODY_IDS>
<ENABLED>1</ENABLED>
<POS>1.4,0.5,1.4</POS>
</BSJOINT>

For the <PRISMATIC> tag:
<PRISMATIC>
<ID>A_PRISMATIC_CONSTRAINT</ID>
<BODY_IDS>A_BODY_ID_1,A_BODY_ID_2</BODY_IDS>
<ENABLED>1</ENABLED>
<AXIS>1,0,1</AXIS>
<LIMIT>...</LIMIT>
</PRISMATIC>

For the <UNIVERSAL> tag:
<UNIVERSAL>
<ID>A_UNIVERSAL_CONSTRAINT</ID>
<BODY_IDS>A_BODY_ID_1,A_BODY_ID_2</BODY_IDS>
<ENABLED>1</ENABLED>
<POS>1.4,0.5,1.4</POS>
<AXIS1>1,0,1</AXIS1>
<AXIS2>1,0,1</AXIS2>
</UNIVERSAL>

The <MCD> tag defines collision geometries. A general structure inside an <MCD> tag
looks like this:
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<MCD>
<GEOMETRIES>
<SPHERE>...</SPHERE>
<BOX>...</BOX>
<PLANE>...</PLANE>
<CYLINDER>...</CYLINDER>
<COMPOSITE_GEOMETRY>...</COMPOSITE_GEOMETRY>
</GEOMETRIES>
<MODELS>
<MODEL>...</MODEL>
<COMPOSITE>...</COMPOSITE>
<NO_INTERACTION>...</NO_INTERACTION>
</MODELS>
</MCD>

Under <MCD> tag, the geometries are defined under the <GEOMETRIES> tag. Then in
the <MODELS> tag, the geometries defined in the <GEOMETRIES> tag and the bodies that
were defined under the <MDT>-<BODIES> tag are combined to form models.
Here are some XML snippets for each of the geometry types that can be described
under the <GEOMETRIES> tag.
<SPHERE>
<ID>SPHERE_GEOM</ID>
<RADIUS>2</RADIUS>
</SPHERE>

The description of the parameters inside the <SPHERE> tag are:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for the geom.
• <RADIUS> specifies the radius of the sphere.
<BOX>
<ID>BOX_GEOM</ID>
<DIMS>2,3,4</DIMS>
</BOX>

The description of the parameters inside the <BOX> tag are:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for the geom.
• <DIMS> specifies the width, height and length of the box geometry.
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<PLANE>
<ID>PLANE_GEOM</ID>
</PLANE>

The description of the parameters inside the <PLANE> tag are:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for the geom.
<CYLINDER>
<ID>CYLINDER_GEOM</ID>
<RADIUS>2</RADIUS>
<HEIGHT>3</HEIGHT>
</CYLINDER>

The description of the parameters inside the <CYLINDER> tag are:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for the geom.
• <RADIUS> specifies the radius of the cylinder.
• <HEIGHT> specifies the height of the cylinder.
<COMPOSITE_GEOMETRY>
<ID>COMPOSITE_GEOM</ID>
</COMPOSITE_GEOMETRY>

The description of the parameters inside the <COMPOSITE_GEOMETRY> tag are:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for the geom.
Under the <MCD> tag, after the <GEOMETRIES> tag comes the <MODELS> tag. Inside the
<MODEL> tags, the created geometries and bodies are cobined into models, by referring to
their ids. Inside the <COMPOSITE> tags, composite models are defined using other models.
Inside the <NO_INTERACTION> tags, model ids are specified so that they do not collide with
each other during the simulation.
Here is an example <MODEL> tag:
<MODEL>
<ID>MODEL_ID</ID>
<GEOMETRY_ID>GEOM_ID</GEOMETRY_ID>
<IN_COMPOSITE>COMPOSITE_MODEL_ID</IN_COMPOSITE>
<REL_TM>1,0,0,0, 0,1,0,0, 0,0,1,0, 0,0,0,1</REL_TM>
<MATERIAL_ID>3</MATERIAL_ID>
</MODEL>
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The description of the parameters inside the <MODEL> tag are:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for the model.
• <GEOMETRY_ID> specifies the geometry of this model. This must refer to a valid
geometry defined before in the scope of this file.
• <IN_COMPOSITE> specifies whether this model is in a composite geometry or not,
and the id of that composite geometry if it in one. This id must refer to a valid
composite model id, defined in the scope of this file.
• <REL_TM> the relative transformation matrix of the model.
• <MATERIAL_ID> defines the material id of this model.
After the basic models, the composite modesl can be defined using the <COMPOSITE>
tag:
<COMPOSITE>
<ID>A_COMPOSITE_MODEL</ID>
<GEOMETRY_ID>A_GEOM_ID</GEOMETRY_ID>
<BODY_ID>A_BODY_ID</BODY_ID>
<ELEMENT_MAX_COUNT>2</ELEMENT_MAX_COUNT>
<ELEMENTS>
<ELEMENT>
<MODEL_ID>MODEL_000</MODEL_ID>
</ELEMENT>
<ELEMENT>
<MODEL_ID>MODEL_001</MODEL_ID>
</ELEMENT>
</ELEMENTS>
</COMPOSITE>

Inside the <COMPOSITE> tag, one defines a composite model, by combining other previously defined models. Also a previously defined body and geometry (which must have been
defined using the <COMPOSITE_GEOMETRY> tag we have introduced above) must be associated with the composite model. The description of the parameters inside the <COMPOSITE>
tag are:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for the composite model.
• <GEOMETRY_ID> specifies the geometry of this model. This must refer to a valid
composite geometry defined before in the scope of this file.
• <BODY_ID> specifies the body of this model. This must refer to a valid body defined
before in the scope of this file.
• <ELEMENT_MAX_COUNT> specifies the number of constituent models that will be included in this model. This many elements must be referred in the following <ELEMENTS>
tag.
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• <ELEMENTS> tag includes the list of elements (constituent models) included in this
composite model.
• <ELEMENT> specifies a single element in this composite model.
• <MODEL_ID> identifier of a model that has been defined before, and whose definiton
must also include the <IN_COMPOSITE> tag, referring to the current composite model.
In the <CORE> tag, after the <MDT> and <MCD> tags comes the <MST> tag. The general
structure of a <MST> tag looks like this:
<MST>
<MATERIAL_TABLE size=n>
<MATERIAL_PAIR>
<MATERIAL_IDS>0,1</MATERIAL_IDS>
<CONTACT_PARAMS>...</CONTACT_PARAMS>
</MATERIAL_PAIR>
</MATERIAL_TABLE>
</MST>

Inside the <MATERIAL_TABLE> the ‘size’ parameter defines the number of material pairs
that are going to be defined inside this tag. Every material pair is defined using the
<MATERIAL_IDS> tag. Two material identifiers must be given inside this tag. Then comes
the <CONTACT_PARAMS> tag, in which you define the properties between these two materials.
An example <CONTACT_PARAMS> tag looks like this:
<CONTACT_PARAMS>
<FRICTION_TYPE>2D</FRICTION_TYPE>
<FRICTION_MODEL1>BOX</FRICTION_MODEL1>
<FRICTION_MODEL2>BOX</FRICTION_MODEL2>
<FRICTION_COEF1>3</FRICTION_COEF1>
<FRICTION_COEF2>3</FRICTION_COEF2>
<SLIP1>0.025</SLIP1>
<SLIP2>0.025</SLIP2>
</CONTACT_PARAMS>

Here is a short desription of the parameters:
• <FRICTION_TYPE> can have the values ZERO, 1D, or 2D. Defines the friction type
between the materials.
• <FRICTION_MODEL1> can have the values BOX, or SCALED BOX. Defines the friction model for the first material type.
• <FRICTION_MODEL2> can have the values BOX, or SCALED BOX. Defines the friction model for the second material type.
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• <FRICTION_COEF1> defines the friction coefficient for the first material type.
• <FRICTION_COEF2> defines the friction coefficient for the second material type.
• <SLIP1> defines the slip coefficient for the first material type.
• <SLIP2> defines the slip coefficient for the second material type.
For a more detailed discussion on these parameters, please consult an ODE documentation.
The ME APPS Tag
The <ME_APPS> tag includes some application data, and specifically the <RENDER> tag,
which defines some rendering parameters.
The general structure of an <ME_APPS> tag looks like this:
<ME_APPS>
<RENDER>
<R_MAKE_MODEL>...</R_MAKE_MODEL>
<R_SPHERE>...</R_SPHERE>
<R_BOX>...</R_BOX>
<R_CYLINDER>...</R_CYLINDER>
<R_LINE>...</R_LINE>
<R_GROUNDPLANE>...</R_GROUNDPLANE>
<R_TEXT>...</R_TEXT>
<R_SKYDOME>...</R_SKYDOME>
<R_CAMERA>...</R_CAMERA>
</RENDER>
</ME_APPS>

Inside the <RENDER> tag a number of graphicmodels can be specified. These tags, and the
parameters they can include are listed below:
Here is an example <R_MAKE_MODEL> structure:
<R_MAKE_MODEL>
<ID>A_GRAPHIC_ID</ID>
<MODEL_ID>A_MODEL_ID</MODEL_ID>
<COLOR>1,1,1,1.0</COLOR>
<TEXTURE>textures/a_texture.bmp</TEXTURE>
</R_MAKE_MODEL>

The description of the parameters follow:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for this graphic model.
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• <MODEL_ID> specifies the model that will be associated with this grahics model. This
must be the id ofa valid model, that has been specified before in the scope of the
current XML file.
• <COLOR> specifies the color value for the graphic model.
• <TEXTURE> name of the .bmp texture file.
The parameters of the other graphic model structures follow:
For the <R_SPHERE> tag:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for this graphic model.
• <MODEL_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified model.
• <BODY_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified body.
• <TM> the graphic model uses this transform matrix.
• <RADIUS> radius of the sphere.
• <COLOR> specifies the color value for the graphic model.
• <TEXTURE> name of the .bmp texture file.
For the <R_BOX> tag:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for this graphic model.
• <MODEL_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified model.
• <BODY_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified body.
• <TM> the graphic model uses this transform matrix.
• <DIMS> dimensions of the box.
• <COLOR> specifies the color value for the graphic model.
• <TEXTURE> name of the .bmp texture file.
For the <R_CYLINDER> tag:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for this graphic model.
• <MODEL_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified model.
• <BODY_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified body.
• <TM> the graphic model uses this transform matrix.
• <RADIUS> radius of the cylinder.
• <HEIGHT> height of the cylinder.
• <COLOR> specifies the color value for the graphic model.
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• <TEXTURE> name of the .bmp texture file.
For the <R_LINE> tag:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for this graphic model.
• <MODEL_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified model.
• <BODY_ID> the graphic model uses the transform of this specified body.
• <TM> the graphic model uses this transform matrix.
• <ORIGIN> origin coordinate of the line.
• <END> end coordinate of the line.
• <COLOR> specifies the color value for the graphic model.
• <TEXTURE> name of the .bmp texture file.
For the <R_GROUNDPLANE> tag:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for this graphic model.
• <SIDE> specifies the length of the side of the groundplane.
• <TRIANGLES> specifies the number of triangles to be used.
• <Y> specifies the height of the groundplane.
• <COLOR> specifies the color value for the graphic model.
• <TEXTURE> name of the .bmp texture file.
For the <R_TEXT> tag:
• <ID> specifies an identifier for this graphic model.
• <STRING> the string.
• <X> x coordinate is between 0-640. (0,0) refers to the top-left. The default is 100.
• <Y> y coordinate is between 0-448. The default is 100.
• <COLOR> specifies the color value for the graphic model.
For the <R_SKYDOME> tag:
• <TEXTURE> name of the .bmp texture file.
For the <R_CAMERA> tag:
• <LOOK_AT> specifies where the camera looks. (0,0,0) is the default.
• <DISTANCE> specifies the distance from the lookat point.
• <ELEVATION> specifies the angle of the camera elevation.
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• <ANGLE> specifies the angle of the camera rotation.
The USER APPS Tag
You can specify any user-defined parameter here. The parameter and its value will be
parsed, and will be available for use in the program.

5.3

MACSim XML File Structure and Hierarchy

MACSim provides support for access and modification of environment state. Users are
able to insert new bodies to the environment, delete the existing objects, and change
various properties of them, including positions, orientations, colors etc. The corresponding
simulation control interface functions are applied to objects, which are dynamically created
during simulation. Since the virtual world could be constructed from XML description
files, MACSim gives support for access and modification of the objects which are loaded
from these files. Although, all files that obey the structure described in Appendix 5.2
will be loaded into MACSim’s world, if they do not obey the additional constraints in this
section, the simulation control interface functions cannot be applied to them. For example,
if any object is imported from its corresponding description file, and does not follow the
hierarchy, which will be detailed below, it cannot be deleted from the environment, or it
cannot be relocated during simulation run.
The general hierarchy of the accepted description file structure is presented in Figure 20
hierarchically. The names represent the identifications, specified between <ID> . . . </ID>
tags whose imported by <IMPORT> . . . </IMPORT> tag structure. The details are given in
5.2.
5.3.0.1 Including environments from world description files Different logically
grouped environment parts can be loaded into MACSim’s data structures, only if they
obey the template given in Figure 20. Below all three environments will be loaded into
ODE and created in the virtual world, but the objects which are imported from the third
environment are unreachable by MACSim’s interface control functions. As seen from the
below example segment, only the <ID> tags should be written in a certain format. Other
than that, users are free to give any file name in <NAME> tag.
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Figure 20: Hierarchy of the MACSim world description files.
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—World.xml—
<IMPORT>
<ID>environment_00</ID>
<NAME>tables.xml</NAME>
<POS>0,0,0</POS>
<ROT>0,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>
<IMPORT>
<ID>environment_01</ID>
<NAME>chairs.xml</NAME>
<POS>0,0,0</POS>
<ROT>0,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>
<IMPORT>
<ID>environment</ID>
<NAME>cupboards.xml</NAME>
<POS>0,0,0</POS>
<ROT>0,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>

5.3.0.2 Including objects from environment description files As described in
Section ??, MACSim supports many objects with various shapes, including boxes, cylinders, and spheres. Additionally, composite objects are loaded from XML files, where many
different basic geometries come together to form one rigid body. These objects are loaded
into MACSim data structures, if only they are referred from the environment description
files, which are imported from the world, through the hierarchy explained above. The
format of different imported objects are similar, as shown in Figure 20, so our example
will not include all of them.
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—environment.xml—
<IMPORT>
<ID>box_000</ID>
<NAME>stone.xml</NAME>
<POS>4,0,4</POS>
<ROT>1.57,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>
<IMPORT>
<ID>box_001</ID>
<NAME>stone.xml</NAME>
<POS>4,0,5</POS>
<ROT>0,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>
<IMPORT>
<ID>composite_000</ID>
<NAME>table.xml</NAME>
<POS>0,0,0</POS>
<ROT>0,1.57,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>
<IMPORT>
<ID>composite</ID>
<NAME>table.xml</NAME>
<POS>0,0,0</POS>
<ROT>0,1.57,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>

All objects included from environment files, should have an id, which is composed
of two parts, first denoting the type/shape, and second denoting the index of it in the
file. The index should be given in 3 digits as shown in above example, and the indexes
should be given in a sequence without any gap between the numbers. All four objects in
the example will be created in ODE’s virtual world in given positions and orientations.
However, since the string of second table in <ID> tag does not obey the format shown in
Figure 20, it will not be loaded into data structures of MACSim. Therefore, while first
three objects are accessable and modifiable, users cannot reach the data of the last object
through simulation control interface functions.
5.3.0.3 Structure of basic object description files The constraints are identical
for all basic object description files. Table 7 should be checked for the exact naming
conventions of model and graphic ids.
5.3.0.4 Structure of composite object description files In these objects, the
common model id is constrained as well. Additionally, since composites are composed of
many different geometries, model id of each geometry, plus their graphic ids’ should be
named in a certain way. Table 7 presents the exact convention.
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5.3.0.5 Structure of ramp description files Although, ramps are imported from
ground description files, as will be explained later in this section, we will give the structure
of geometries, which are tilted and embedded into ground, they have same structure with
basic objects. Ramp file structure is also presented in Table 7.
Object Type
Box
Cylinder
Sphere
Composite
Ramp

Tag

Naming

Model Id
Graphic Id

OBJECT_MODEL
OBJECT_GRAPHIC

Model Id
Component Model Id
Component Graphic Id
Model Id
Graphic Id

OBJECT_MODEL
MODEL_%03d
GRAPHIC_%03d
OBJECT_MODEL
OBJECT_GRAPHIC

Table 7: Some naming conventions are enforced for object XML files that are loaded into
MACSim. %03d refers to numbers, encoded in three digits, which represent subsequent
component indexes.

5.3.0.6 Including ground from world description files As shown in Figure 20,
ground description file is loaded into MACSim’s virtual world, if it is imported from
World.xml file in a certain structure. Like in the above examples, the <NAME> tag might
include any file, but <ID> tag should have the specific name, grounds.
in World.xml
<ME_FILE>
<ID>ground</ID>
<NAME>theground.xml</NAME>
</ME_FILE>

5.3.0.7 Including surface plane from ground description file Since these is only
one plane surface in the virtual world, it is imported from ground description file using
below structure. However, unlike previous description files, there is no restriction on
naming of any field.
in ground.xml
<ME_FILE>
<ID>plane</ID>
<NAME>plane.xml</NAME>
</ME_FILE>

5.3.0.8 Including ramps from ground description file Since ramps are environmental objects, one might expect them to appear inside environment description files.
However, since thay are embedded into the ground, the interactions between ground and
them should be disabled inside XML files. Thus, they are included from the file, where
plane surface is imported, as shown in Figure 20. The structure of ramp files, and its
naming conventions are given in previous sections, and in Table 7. Thus, below example
for importing of ramp XML files will conclude this section.
in ground.xml
<ME_FILE>
<ID>ramp_00</ID>
<NAME>anyramp.xml</NAME>
<POS>4,0,0</POS>
</ME_FILE>
<ME_FILE>
<ID>ramp_01</ID>
<NAME>anyramp.xml</NAME>
<POS>4,0,4</POS>
</ME_FILE>

5.4

KURT3D API

The KURT3D API interfaces for the robot is supplied below. The Interface of KURT3D is
divided into 4 component interfaces, which are: BasicControlInterface, CameraInterface,
LaserScannerInterface and CraneInterface. You can see a commented version of these
interfaces in the ‘Reference Manual’ supplied with MACSim package.
Kurt Robot Interface,.h
#ifndef
#define
#include
#include
#include
#include

KURT ROBOT INTERFACE H
KURT ROBOT INTERFACE H
" BasicControlInterface
. h"
" CraneInterface
.h"
" LaserScannerInterface
. h"
" CameraInterface
.h "

class KurtRobotInterface
: public BasicControlInterface
public LaserScannerInterface
, public CraneInterface
{
};
#endif

Basic Control Interface,.h
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, public

CameraInterface

,

#ifndef
#define

BASIC CONTROL INTERFACE H
BASIC CONTROL INTERFACE H

{

class BasicControlInterface
public :
static const float
static
static
typedef
typedef

const
const

M A X R O B O T S P E E D = 1.0;

unsigned
unsigned

short
short

N M B D I S T A N C E S E N S O R S = 8;
= 6;
NMB BUMPERS

unsigned
short DistanceArray
[ N M B D I S T A N C E S E N S O R S ];
bool BumperArray [ N M B B U M P E R S ];

struct TiltSensors
long tilt1 ;
long tilt2 ;
};

{

struct MotorSpeeds
float left ;
float right ;
};

{

struct RobotMovement
float translation
float rotation ;
};
struct SensorData
DistanceArray
BumperArray
TiltSensors
MotorSpeeds
RobotMovement
};

{
;

{
distance ;
bumper ;
tilt ;
motors ;
movement ;

virtual

void

robotMcReset

() =0;

virtual

short

getSensorData

virtual

short

getDistanceData

virtual

short

getBumperData

virtual

short

getTiltData

virtual

void

setRobotMovement

virtual

void

setRobotTranslation

( const

float

trans ) =0;

virtual

void

setRobotRotation

( const

float

rotat ) =0;

virtual

void

getRobotMovement

( RobotMovement

virtual

void

setMotorSpeeds

(SensorData

& data , string

( DistanceArray
(BumperArray

& distance

& msg ) =0;
) =0;

& bumper ) =0;

(TiltSensors

& tilt ) =0;

( const

RobotMovement

( const
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movement

& movement

MotorSpeeds

) =0;

) =0;

speeds ) =0;

virtual

void

setMotorSpeedLeft

( const

float

speedleft

virtual

void

setMotorSpeedRight

( const

float

speedright

virtual

void

getMotorSpeeds

(MotorSpeeds

) =0;
) =0;

& speeds ) =0;

};
#endif

Camera Interface,.h
#ifndef
CAMERA INTERFACE H
#define
CAMERA INTERFACE H
#include
<string >
#include
<vector >
using namespace
std ;
class CameraInterface
public :
typedef
typedef
enum

enum CamResolution
{ VGA , CIV , SIV,
vector <unsigned
char > RgbImageArray

Side

typedef
typedef

virtual

{

{LEFT , RIGHT };

long
long

Pan;
Tilt ;

short configCamera
( const Side s, const
const Pan panPos , const Tilt tiltPos ,
string & msg ) =0;

virtual
CamResolution
tiltPos ) =0;

getConfigCamera

virtual
bool setCameraPanTilt
tiltPos ) =0;
virtual

bool

setCameraPan

virtual

bool

setCameraTilt

virtual
void
=0;
virtual
};
#endif

bool

( const

( const

( const

Side

Side

( const

getCameraPosition

getRgbImage

( const

Side

( const

Side

CamResolution

Side

s, const

s, const

Pan

s, const
Side

LASER SCANNER INTERFACE H
LASER SCANNER INTERFACE H
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s, Pan

Pan

s,Pan

resolution

,

& panPos , Tilt

&

panPos , const

Tilt

panPos ) =0;

Tilt

s, RgbImageArray

Laser Scanner Interface,.h
#ifndef
#define

QCIV , QSIV , SQCIV };
;

tiltPos ) =0;

& panPos , Tilt

& data ) =0;

& tiltPos )

#include <vector >
using namespace
std ;
class

{

LaserScannerInterface

public :
typedef

enum

Resolution

typedef

long

Position

typedef

long

ApexAngleHorizontal

typedef

long

ApexAngleVertical

typedef

long

VecticalStep

;

typedef

short

Dimension2D

;

{quarter , half , one };
;
;
;

typedef
struct
{
int vertical ;
int horizontal ;
} Dimension3D ;
typedef

vector <double > Tscan2dDistanceArray

;

typedef

vector <double > Tscan2dEmissionArray

;

typedef

vector <Tscan2dDistanceArray

> Tscan3dDistanceArray

;

typedef

vector <Tscan2dEmissionArray

> Tscan3dEmissionArray

;

typedef

bool

EmissionData

;

virtual
Dimension2D
configLaserScanner2D
(ApexAngleHorizontal
res , Position
pos ,
EmissionData
emission , string & msg ) =0;

apex , Resolution

virtual
Dimension3D
configLaserScanner3D
(ApexAngleHorizontal
apexH ,
Resolution
resH ,
ApexAngleVertical
apexV , VecticalStep
verStep , Position
pos ,
EmissionData
emission , string & msg ) =0;
virtual

bool

make2dScan

( const

Position

virtual

bool

make3dScan

() =0;

virtual

bool

get2dDistance

(Tscan2dDistanceArray

& scan2dDistanceArray

) =0;

virtual

bool

get2dEmission

(Tscan2dDistanceArray

& scan2dDistanceArray

) =0;

virtual

bool

get3dDistance

(Tscan3dDistanceArray

& scan3dDistanceArray

) =0;

virtual

bool

get3dEmission

(Tscan3dEmissionArray

& scan3dEmissionArray

) =0;

virtual

bool

setScannerPosition

( const

pos ) =0;

Position
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pos)

=0;

virtual

bool

getScannerPosition

(Position

virtual

bool

is2dScanComplete

() =0;

virtual
};
#endif

bool

is3dScanComplete

() =0;

& pos)

=0;

Crane Interface,.h
#ifndef
CRANE INTERFACE H
#define
CRANE INTERFACE H
class CraneInterface
{
public :
virtual

void

getCraneEncoder

( long

virtual
void getCraneSensors
( short
char & m3top , short & load ) =0;

& motor1 , long

& motor2 , long

& m1pos , char

& m2front , char

virtual

bool

hasMagnetReachedDown

virtual

bool

hasMagnetReachedUp

virtual

bool

isCraneLoaded

virtual

bool

isMagnetOn

virtual

bool

isMagnetMovingDown

() =0;

virtual

bool

isCraneHingeMoving

() =0;

virtual

bool

isCraneHorizontalMoving

virtual

void

craneMcReset

virtual

void

setCraneAdjust

virtual

void

setMagnetOn

() =0;
() =0;

() =0;

virtual

void

setMagnetOff

() =0;

() =0;
( const

( const

short

short

() =0;
() =0;

};
#endif

5.5.1
class

Simulation APIs
Simulator API
SimulatorInterface

& m2back ,

() =0;

virtual
void setCraneDrive
short motor3 ) =0;

5.5

& motor3 ) =0;

{
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motor1 , const

dir , const

short

long

motor2 , const

dist ) =0;

public :
typedef
enum {MouseOnly , MouseKeyboard
,FixedFollow
LeftCamera ,RightCamera
, Manual } CameraMode ;

,Follow , Inside ,

virtual
void initSimulation
( int argc , const char ∗∗ argv )=0;
virtual
void runSimulation
() =0;
virtual
void stepSimulation
()=0;
virtual
void setController
( SimulationControlInterface
∗i )=0;
virtual
void setCameraMode
( CameraMode
mode )=0;
virtual
CameraMode
getCameraMode
()=0;
virtual
SimulationRobotInterface
∗ getSimulationRobot
( int index ) = 0;
virtual
KurtRobotInterface
∗ getRobot
( int index ) = 0;
virtual
int getRobotCount
() = 0;
virtual
int getObjectCount
( void )=0;
virtual
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
∗ getObject
( int index )=0;
virtual
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
∗
createCylinderPortableObject
( double pos [3], double radius , double
height ,
string userData = "")=0;
virtual
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
∗ createBoxPortableObject
( double pos [3], double dims [3],
string userData = "")=0;
virtual
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
∗
createSpherePortableObject
( double pos[3],
double radius ,
string userData = "")=0;
virtual
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
∗
createCylinderFixedObject
( double pos [3], double radius , double
height ,
string userData = "")=0;
virtual
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
∗ createBoxFixedObject
(
double pos [3], double dims [3],
string userData = "")=0;
virtual
int destroyObject
( int objectListIndex
)=0;
virtual
int destroyObjects
( string userData )=0;
virtual
int destroyAllObjects
( void ) =0;
virtual
int destroyAllPortableObjects
( void )=0;
virtual
int destroyAllFixedObjects
( void ) =0;
virtual
int getFirstObjectIndex
( string userData )=0;
virtual
vector <int > getObjectIndexList
(string
userData )=0;
};

5.5.2
class

Simulation Object API

SimulationObjectInterface
{
public :
virtual
˜SimulationObjectInterface
() {}
virtual
const ObjectType
getType ( void )=0;
virtual
const int getListId ( void )=0;
virtual
const bool getFrozen ( void ) =0;
virtual
void getColor
( float ∗color ) =0;
virtual
void getTexture
( int &id , string &fileName )=0;
virtual
void getPosition
(MacsVector3Ptr
position ) = 0;
virtual
void getOrientation
( MacsMatrix3Ptr
orientation ) = 0;
virtual
void getOrientation
( MacsVector3Ptr
orientation )=0;
virtual
void getLinearVelocity
( MacsVector3Ptr
linearVelocity
virtual
void getAngularVelocity
(MacsVector3Ptr
angularVelocity
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) = 0;
) = 0;

virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual

void
void
const
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void

getForces
( MacsVector3Ptr
) = 0;
getTorques
(MacsVector3Ptr
) = 0;
double getHeadingR ( void )=0;
setType ( ObjectType
type )=0;
setListId ( int listId ) =0;
setFrozen ( bool frozen )=0;
setColor ( float ∗ c )=0;
setTexture
(string
fileName ) =0;
setPosition (MacsVector3Ptr
position ) = 0;
setOrientation
( MacsMatrix3Ptr
orientation ) = 0;
setOrientation
( MacsVector3Ptr
orientation ) = 0;
setLinearVelocity
( MacsVector3Ptr
linearVelocity
) = 0;
setAngularVelocity
( MacsVector3Ptr
angularVelocity
) = 0;
setForces ( MacsVector3Ptr
force ) = 0;
setTorques ( MacsVector3Ptr
torque ) = 0;

};
class SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
: virtual
public
SimulationObjectInterface
{
public :
virtual
void destroy
( void ) = 0;
virtual
bool getFixed
( void ) = 0;
virtual
bool isObstacle
( void ) = 0;
virtual
void setUserData
(string
userData ) = 0;
virtual
string getUserData
( void ) = 0;
virtual
double getDensity
( void ) =0;
virtual
void setDensity
( double density )=0;
virtual
double getMass
( void )=0;
virtual
void setMass
( double density )=0;
virtual
bool getMagnetizable
( void ) =0;
virtual
void setMagnetizable
( bool b )=0;
virtual
void setUserDefinedColor
(UserDefinedColor
color ) =0;
virtual
void setUserDefinedShape
(UserDefinedShape
shape ) =0;
virtual
void setUserDefinedShape
( int t)=0;
virtual
UserDefinedShape
getUserDefinedShape
( void ) =0;
virtual
UserDefinedColor
getUserDefinedColor
( void ) =0;
virtual
ObjectGeometry
∗ getObjectGeometry
( void ) = 0;
virtual
const ObjectGeometryType
getObjectGeometryType
( void ) = 0;
virtual
int setCylinderDimensions
( double radius , double height )=0;
virtual
int setSphereDimensions
( double radius )=0;
virtual
int setBoxDimensions
(MacsVector3
dims )=0;
virtual
int getCylinderDimensions
( double &radius , double &height ) =0;
virtual
int getSphereDimensions
( double & radius )=0;
virtual
int getBoxDimensions
(MacsVector3
dims )=0;
};
class SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface
: virtual
public
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
{
public :
virtual
˜SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface
() {}
virtual
int getComponentCount
( void ) =0;
virtual
void setPosition (MacsVector3Ptr
position ) =0;
virtual
void setOrientation
( MacsMatrix3Ptr
orientation )=0;
virtual
void setOrientation
( MacsVector3Ptr
orientation )=0;
virtual
const ObjectGeometryType
getComponentGeometryType
( int
= 0;
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virtual
int setCylinderDimensions
( int componentIndex
, double radius ,
double height )=0;
virtual
int setSphereDimensions
( int componentIndex
, double radius )=0;
virtual
int setBoxDimensions
( int componentIndex
, MacsVector3
dims )=0;
virtual
int getCylinderDimensions
( int componentIndex
, double &radius ,
double &height ) =0;
virtual
int getSphereDimensions
( int componentIndex
, double &radius )=0;
virtual
int getBoxDimensions
( int componentIndex
, MacsVector3
dims )=0;
};
class

SimulationWallInterface
public :

: virtual

public

SimulationObjectInterface

{

};

5.5.3
class

Simulation KURT3D API

SimulationRobotInterface
: virtual
public SimulationObjectInterface
public :
virtual
void setShowScannerRays
( bool b)=0;
virtual
bool getShowScannerRays
() =0;
virtual
void setShowIRRays
( bool b)=0;
virtual
bool getShowIRRays
() =0;
virtual
void setLeftCameraEnabled
( bool b) =0;
virtual
bool getLeftCameraEnabled
()=0;
virtual
void setRightCameraEnabled
( bool b )=0;
virtual
bool getRightCameraEnabled
() =0;
virtual
bool canMagnetMoveDown
() =0;
virtual
double getCraneRopeTension
() =0;
virtual
double getCraneRopeExtension
()=0;

{

};

5.6
5.6.1

Example Applications
Example Hello Kurt Application

This is an example application that shows how to run the simulator minimally. When this
example is executed the world and the robot are loaded into the simulation environment
and the simulation is started.
The single of this example can be used as a template to start building more complex
applications with MACSim. The source files for this example application can be found in:
./examples/helloKurt/src/
After installing MACSim to your system, you can find and run the ‘helloKurt’ executable here:
./examples/helloKurt/obj/helloKurt
You can stop execution of this application pressing the ‘Q’ key.
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Example KURT3D Interface Application

This is an example application that uses the interface functions of the KURT3D. The
functions are connected to specific keys and the user can press them and see the result.
This way the user can have a basic idea of the interface supplied for the KURT3D in
MACSim. Note that the functions used in this application does not cover all the KURT3D
interface functions, but most of them that provides basic sontrol over the robot.
The source files for this example application can be found in:
./examples/interfaceTest/src/
After installing MACSim to your system, you can find and run the ‘interfaceTest’
executable here:
./examples/interfaceTest/obj/interfaceTest
There are four different modes of the application where you can check different module
interfaces. In each of these modes the keyboard keys correspond to different functionalities
of that mode. You can switch between these modes using the number keys ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ and
‘4’. Note that you can use these keys independent of the mode you are in, since these are
the keys that change the modes. But other keys’ functionalities depend on the mode you
are in.
There are two more keys that you can use independent of the mode you are in; the
‘global camera mode’ key, ‘C’; and the ‘exit’ key ‘Q’. The global camera is the camera
through which the user see the robot and the environment. Note the difference between
this global camera and the cameras on the robot which will be called the ‘robot cameras’
here. The key ‘C’ changes the modes of the global camera. There are currently 4 different
modes of the global camera to supply the user with ease-of-use in different cases. First
one is the ‘Mouse-only’ mode where you can control the global camera with your mouse.
Second one is the ‘Mouse-and-Keyboard’ mode where the additional functionality to use
the global camera using the ‘W’,‘A’,‘S’, and ‘D’ keys are supplied. Third mode of the global
camera is the ‘Fixed-Follow’ mode where the camera position is fixed, but the rotation of
the camera changes according to the movement of the robot so that it is in view. And
the last mode is the ‘Follow’ mode, where the camera follows the robot wherever it goes.
One can switch between these modes by pressing the ‘C’ key. The default mode is the
‘Mouse-only’ mode.
Now we will describe the interface modes and what you can do in each mode using
which key.
The first one is the ‘Basic Control Interface’ which provides the functions controlling
the wheels and infra-reds. To switch to ‘Basic Control Interface’ mode, hit ‘1’. Table 8
shows the keys and associated actions.
The second one is the ‘Crane Control Interface’ which provides the functions controlling
the crane robot arm. To switch to ’Crane Control Interface’ mode, hit ‘2’. Table 9 shows
the keys and associated actions.
The third one is the ‘Cameras Control Interface’ which provides the functions controlling the robot cameras. To switch to ’Cameras Control Interface’ mode, hit ‘3’. Table 10
shows the keys and associated actions.
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Click ‘1’ to activate
Key
‘T’
‘G’
‘F’
‘H’
‘I’
‘K’
‘J’
‘L’
‘B’
‘N’
‘M’
‘R’

Action
Move forward.
Move backward.
Turn left.
Turn right.
Move forward (setting translational and rotational movement).
Move backward (setting translational and rotational movement).
Turn left (setting translational and rotational movement).
Turn right (setting translational and rotational movement).
Print IR sensors data.
Print motor speeds.
Print translaitonal and rotational movement.
Turn IR graphics on/off. 4
Table 8: Basic control interface mode keys.
Click ‘2’ to activate

Key
‘E’
‘R’
‘G’
‘H’
‘F’
‘V’
‘M’

Action
Rotate crane arm left.
Rotate crane arm right.
Shift magnet rope inwards.
Shift magnet rope outwards.
Drive magnet upwards.
Drive magnet downwards.
Turn magnet on/off.
Table 9: Crane control interface mode keys.

The fourth one is the ‘Laser Scanner Control Interface’ which provides the functions
controlling the laser scanner of the robot. To switch to ‘Laser Scanner Control Interface’
mode, hit ‘4’. Table 11 shows the keys and associated actions.
You can leave the program using the key ‘Q’.

5.7

Auxiliary Class Descriptions

A description of the main modules, interfaces and classes inside MACSIM were given in
Section 3. In this section short descriptions about the remainig classes will be presented.
Combining the descriptions given in Section 3 and this section, one will have a complete
description for all the classes used in MACSIM.
4

Note that drawing functionality is not in the KURT3D interface, but it is here to supply the user with
ease-of-use.
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Click ‘3’ to activate
Key
‘E’
‘T’
‘G’
‘F’
‘H’
‘I’
‘K’
‘J’
‘L’
‘R’

Action
Enable/Disable robot cameras.
Tilt left robot camera downwards.
Tilt left robot camera upwards.
Pan left robot camera leftwards.
Pan left robot camera rightwards.
Tilt right robot camera downwards.
Tilt right robot camera upwards.
Pan right robot camera leftwards.
Pan right robot camera rightwards.
Write left robot camera to file (Camera must be enabled).
Table 10: Camera control interface mode keys.
Click ‘4’ to activate

Key
‘T’
‘G’
‘V’
‘B’
‘R’

Action
Drive scanner servo upwards.
Drive scanner servo downwards.
Take 2d scan and write to file.
Take 3d scan and write to file.
Turn laser rays graphic on/off. 4
Table 11: Laser scanner control interface mode keys.

The classes are presented in alphabetical order.
Class: Actuator
Actuator class is a base class that is inherited by the actuators of the robot. It
implements basic functions needed for any actuator. The Crane class and the Wheel class
make use of this basic Actuator class.
Class: BoxObjectGeometry
BoxObjectGeometry class represent objects with box collision geometry in the environment.
Class: CollisionModelId
CollisionModelId class defines collision models for modules of the robot. The collision
models are used to reduce the amount of collision computation done at every step of the
simulation, by disabling the collision relations between some modules.
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Class: CompositeEnvironmentObject
CompositeEnvironmentObject class implements a composite object using several components so that you can have more complex objects in the environment using primitive
shapes. For CompositeEnvironmentObject, nothing can be defined regarding to its dimensions, since it has no regular shape. Internal properties of components that construct
the object are stored, in order to be deleted when it is required. For example, all ODE
graphic object components are required for proper destruction. It is not possible to insert
a new component into a created CompositeEnvironmentObject, in this version.
Also see the EnvironmentObject class.
Class: CompositeObjectGeometry
CompositeObjectGeometry objects are composed of two or more basic shapes. Therefore, there is no one dimension, but a number of dimensions corresponding to each component. CompositeObjectGeometry in its current implementation does not provide any useful
information about component dimensions. It will return a very approximate volume.
Class: CylinderObjectGeometry
CylinderObjectGeometry represent objects with cylinderical collision geometry in the
environment.
Class: Environment
Environment class contains handlers to all the object present in the world. The possible
object types are Robots, (cylindrical) obstacles, walls and light sources. Function to
manage and manipulate objects in the environment are provided.
Class: EnvironmentObject
EnvironmentObject class implements a basic object in the environment that can be
created, manipulated and deleted. Derived from Object class, it includes size and radius
fields. It is assumed that Obstacle Objects are cylindrical.
Also see the Object class.
Class: FileApp
FileApp class allows to load a world file and to fill the user data into the simulation
environment. The world file must contain specification about walls, lights, obstacles and
robots. When the world file is loaded, handlers for each loaded object are stored in the
global variable ‘env’. This class allows also to save a given configuration. This feature is
not currently used by the simulator.
Class: KurtRobot
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KurtRobot class includes interface functions of the KURT robot simulator. The functions are mostly identical to the real KURT API. Functions might be divided into two
broad categories, methods which support sensing modality, and methods which support
actuation.
KurtRobot class is derived from Robot class, in order hide low-level/ode-based functions. Use the interface functions if you need to control the environment. If any sensing
modality is needed, instead of referring directly to Robot:: methods, ask the developers
to add that functions in KurtRobot class.
Also see Robot and KurtRobotInterface classes.
Class: MacsMainCamera
This class holds information about the standard user camera that allows observation
of the KURT robot. The camera is mainly controlled with mouse and in a few exceptions
with keyboard.
Note that this class is not about the camera sensors on the robot. For information on
camera sensors see the Camera class.
Class: MacsSimulator
MacsSimulator class implements the main functionalities of the simulator that are
defined in the SimulatorInterface. These functions are mainly about the general configuration and manipulation of the simulation process, and the simulation environment.
About the simulation process, this class implements functionalities like, initializing the
simulator, starting the process, stepping it, etc.
About the manipulation of the simulation environment, this class implements functionalities like creating, manipulating and destroying objects of different kinds. The pointers
to the simulated robot are also stored in this class.
Other than simulation process control and simulator object and robot controls, this
class also implements callback function interfaces for mouse and keyboard usage.
Also see SimulatorInterface class.
Class: Object
Object class is the base class of almost all objects/robots/obstacles/objects in the
environment. It includes position and orientation of the objects, and ODE-based data like
collision model handler.
Class: ObjectGeometry
ObjectGeometry class includes the dimensions of objects in the environment, plus methods to change the dimensions.
Class: ObjectParams
ObjectParams class holds the parameters associated with an object in the environment.
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These properties can be defined in the xml files describing the object.
Class: Params
Params includes general parameters that are used in different parts of the simulator.
Class: RampObjectGeometry
RampObjectGeometry is a simply a box, which is rotated and embedded inside surface
ground in order to obtain an inclined surface. Likewise any other box, it is defined by its
width, height and depth (dimensions).
Class: Random
Random class is used to generate random numbers and sequences.
Class: Robot
Robot class is the base class for any robot. Any robot implemented must inherit this
class and add on to this structure. In this base class there is a main body for the robot,
and other main parameters.
Also see SimulationRobotInterface class.
Class: RobotParams
RobotParams class is where the parameters about the robot is stored. Aspects of the
behavior of the simulated robot in the environment depend on these parameters, such
as whether to draw the infrared rays or scanner rays, so that the user can see them, or
whether to draw robot trajectory or not (this feature is not supported in the current
version).
Class: Sensor
Sensor class is the base class of all sensors. Other sensor implementations inherit this
class. In this class the basic functions for any generic sensor is provided.
Class: SphereObjectGeometry
SphereObjectGeometry class represent objects with spherical collision geometry in the
environment.
Class: WallObject
WallObject class is used to implement the walls in the environment.
Also see Object class.
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Class Diagrams
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Figure 21: General UML diagram of the system.
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Figure 22: Detailed UML diagram of the classes related with the KURT3D.
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Figure 23: Detailed UML diagram of the classes related with the simulation environment.
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